
Website Editors Report for 2021 

It was another challenging year and the branch website activity remained low due to issues 

such as the lockdowns limiting activities and changing communication platforms.  It seems 

Face Book usage has seen many people move to that platform to keep in touch and arrange 

things. 

Things change, but personally I still see value in continuing with the website as a stand-alone 

communication platform not subject to the layout whims and changes dictated in another 

country.   I view the website as a significant communication platform for both members and 

prospective members where we can post what we want in the manner we want and have 

control over what people see first and the general layout.   I do try and keep the “front page” 

as current and relevant as possible and the site remains very stable. 

Kate designed and launched the site over 11 years ago, it runs on a drupel platform and has 

remained stable throughout despite hacker attacks and numerous bogus registration attempts.  

The website was significantly upgraded several years ago and we lost some old historical 

content – mainly photos. Website hosting does cost several hundred dollars a year and we 

normally more than cover that cost with advertising / sponsorship.   

Despite being the website editor, I am essentially a Luddite.   The website does have some 

formatting limitations which makes installing tables and tabs / indented documents 

problematic.  I choose to simply work around it.  Documents can be attached.  

My main concern remains that if we lose Kate’s (voluntary) services, I have no Plan B.  I 

believe the site would remain stable for a while, but we would need to find an alternative 

method of maintaining a website and that would be beyond my skills.  In the meantime, I 

recommend we remain aware of the site’s limitations and maintain back-ups.                   

About a dozen members have registered to use the site in the past year.  Some were long 

standing or country members plus a small number of new members. It seems some members 

and others use it to keep up with the club plate system news.  I touched base with all the 

newly registered users.   I generally welcome members when they register and then Cc their 

details to the Secretary.  I will continue to do that. 

If any member has the interest or expertise to take over or design a new website, that person 

would certainly be welcome. 

In the meantime, I recommend we continue with an independent website as a consistent 

communication platform and not rely solely on the whims of social media.       

I move that my report be accepted.  

John Cook  


